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ABSTRACT

Quasi-periodic pulsations (QPPs) of nonthermal emission in an M7.7 class flare on 2012 July 19 are investigated
with spatially resolved observations at microwave andHXR bands and with spectral observations at decimetric,
metric waves. Microwave emission at 17 GHz of two footpoints, HXR emission at 20–50 keV of thenorth
footpoint and loop top, and type III bursts at 0.7–3 GHz show prominent in-phase oscillations at 270 s. The
microwave emission of theloop leg has less pulsationbut stronger emission. Through theestimation of plasma
density around the loop top from EUV observations, we find that the local plasma frequency would be 1.5 GHz or
even higher. Thus, type III bursts at 700MHz originate above the loop top. Quasi-periodic acceleration or injection
of energetic electrons is proposed to dominate thesein-phase QPPs of nonthermal emission from footpoints, loop
top, and above. In theoverlying region, drifting pulsations (DPS) at 200–600MHz oscillate at a distinct period
(200 s). Its global structure drifts toward lower frequency, which is closely related to upward plasmoids observed
simultaneously from EUV emission. Hence, nonthermal emission from overlying plasmoids and underlying flaring
loops showdifferent oscillating periods. Two individual systems of quasi-periodic acceleration of electrons are
proposed to coincide in the bi-direction outflows from thereconnection region.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In solar flares, quasi-periodic pulsations (QPPs) are usually
observed markedly in nonthermal emission, such as radio,
hard-X-ray (HXR), and gamma-ray wavelengths (Nakariakov
& Melnikov 2006, 2009; Nakariakov et al. 2010). Nonthermal
emission is proposed to be produced by energetic particles
when they are accelerated or transported into thesolar
atmosphere via bremsstrahlung or free–free emission, gyro-
synchrotron emission, plasma emission, and so on (Aschwan-
den 2004). The sources distribute in a vast space in the solar
atmosphere from chromosphere to corona, even to the
interplanetary space. Based on the observational features of
QPPs at multi-wavelength, the spatial and temporal distribution
of these oscillations at different altitudes could be investigated.
This would help us to distinguish the related oscillating mode
and to obtain a new diagnosis on quasi-periodic acceleration or
injection of particles in solar flares.

Solar radio bursts related to energetic electrons are observed
in a wide frequency range from about tens of megahertz to tens
of gigahertz. With the imaging observations from the Nobeyama
radioheliograph (NoRH), the flaring loops have been resolved
and studied (Asai et al. 2001; Melnikov et al. 2002, 2005;
Grechnev et al. 2003; Nakariakov et al. 2003; Inglis et al. 2008;
Kupriyanova et al. 2010, 2013; Kim et al. 2012). Asai et al.
(2001) first presented the imaging features of QPPs from
Nobeyama and Yohkoh observations. They estimated the Alfvén
transit time along the flare loop and found that it was almost
equal to the period of QPPs. Based on theshock acceleration
model, they suggested that the variations of macroscopic
magnetic structures, such as oscillations of coronal loops, could
affect the efficiency of particle injection or acceleration. Inglis
et al. (2008) studied a spatially resolved QPP event from
microwave and HXR observations. They found that all parts of

the loop in microwaves were seen to oscillate with the same
period and almost in phase. One alternative interpretation is that
the acceleration of nonthermal electrons is periodically modu-
lated to generate periodic variation of nonthermal electron
density, which modulates both microwave and HXR emission.
Another option is thesausage mode of MHD oscillations in flare
loops, which could modulate microwave emission by periodic
variation of magnetic field in emitting plasma and modulate
HXR emission by periodic change of themirror ratio.
In some QPP events, more than one periodis identified in

the same burst process (Melnikov et al. 2005; Inglis &
Nakariakov 2009; Tan et al. 2010). Inglis & Nakariakov (2009)
reported a multi-periodic event of three distinct periods at 28,
18, and 12 s. Considering the period ratios of this QPP event,
they concluded that the cause of this multi-periodic event is
likely to be a kink mode periodically triggering magnetic
reconnection. Tan et al. (2010) reported another multi-periodic
microwave QPPs at 2.6–3.8 GHz with five distinct periods:
0.02–0.09, 0.1–0.4, 1.2–8, 15–70, and 220–270 s from the
observation of Chinese Solar Broadband Radio Spectrometers
at Huairou (SBRS/Huairou). They proposed that the first two
groups of QPPs with short periodscould be caused by resistive
tearing-mode oscillations in current-carrying flare loops, while
the other QPPs with long periods should be produced by MHD
oscillations in different scales of magnetic configuration. These
facts implied that themulti-scale of magnetic reconnection and
energy release occur simultaneously in the flare region.
QPPs at microwave, HXR, and gamma-ray frequently

oscillate in phase (Asai et al. 2001; Grechnev et al. 2003;
Nakariakov et al. 2010). This suggests that both energetic
electrons and ions are accelerated in the same process. Time
delays between emission peaks have also been found from
observations at different wave bands, which could be caused by
trap or escape processesof energetic electrons at different
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energy bands (Aschwanden et al. 1997; Dolla et al. 2012;
Tsap et al. 2013). Huang et al. (2014) found QPPs with varying
periodsin multi-wavelength observations in an X class flare.
The oscillating period of microwave emission at low altitude is
shorter than that of metric type III bursts at high altitude. It is
proposed that kink oscillations of coronal loops at different
altitudes with multiple scales are triggered simultaneously in
the flare process.

From radio spectral observations, plenty of fine structures
(FSs) were recorded with various configurations (Karlický
et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2001; Huang et al. 2008; Huang &
Tan 2012). Coherent plasma emission is proposed to play a
dominant role at decimeter and meter wavelengths, which may
be associated with theflare primary energy-releasing process
(Karlicky et al. 2001). Type III bursts are well-known at metric
and decametric wavelengths. They often coincide with
enhanced HXR emission, which is generally interpreted as
the signature of energetic electron beams propagating along
themagnetic field (Arzner & Benz 2005). Hence, it could trace
the path of beams from thenear acceleration site toward
thefinal destination as long as they are capable ofproducing
radio emission (Benz 2004). Quasi-periodic pulsations with
whole structure drifting toward high or low frequency are
usually recorded in CME related events, which are interpreted
as a signature of the dynamic phase of magnetic reconnection
in a large-scale current sheet and the movement of plasmoids
(Kliem et al. 2000; Karlický et al. 2004). In addition, the
polarization of radio emission could provide us with more
information on the orientation of magnetic field lines and the
direction of waves. Foullon et al. (2010) found that the right-
and left-handed circular polarized signals were periodically
alternating at 1.36–1.48 GHz from SBRS. They proposed that
the source is located at theloop top and the changes of
polarization could be due to a quasi-periodic transverse motion
of theloop. Therefore, the analysis ofspectral features of FSs
could help us to diagnose the magnetic field, plasma, and
energetic electrons in emitting sources to furtherunderstand the
physical process of energy release and particle acceleration or
transportation in flare regions.

The purpose of this paper is to study the QPPs of nonthermal
emission in a limbflare-CME event on 2012 July 19, from
spatially resolved microwave, HXR and EUV observations and
dynamic spectral observations at decimetric and metric
wavelengths. Based on the analysis of spatial and temporal
distributions of QPPs in nonthermal emission, new evidence
for quasi-periodic particle acceleration is obtained. Section 2
shows the observational features of QPPs at different
wavebands. Section 3 includes the analysis and discussion.
Thesummary and conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The M7.7 flare on 2012 July 19 in AR 11520 (S13W88)
started at 04:17 UT, peaked at 05:58 UT, and ended at
06:56 UT. NoRH (Nakajima et al. 1994) obtained microwave
images at 17 and 35 GHz and Nobeyama Radio Polarimeters
(NoRP; Nakajima et al. 1985) recorded microwave total
intensity at sixfixed frequencies (1.0, 2.0, 3.75, 9.4, 17, and
35 GHz). SBRS recorded type III bursts at 2.6–3.8 GHz with
8 ms temporal resolution and 10MHz frequency resolution.
Decimetric and metric digital solar radio spectrometers of
Yunnan Astronomical Observatories (YNRS; Gao et al. 2014)
observed type III bursts and spikes at 625–1500MHz and DPS

at 70–700MHz with 0.2 MHz spectral resolution and 80ms
temporal resolution. Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA)
instrument of SDO took full-disk images of the Sun in seven
EUV channels and three UV-visible channels with high spatial
and temporal resolutions (0 6 and 12 s). The total intensity of
SXR, HXR, and microwave emission are plotted in Figure 1.
Both HXR and microwave emission obviouslyincreaseduring
the rise phase of theSXR flare. Furthermore,HXR emission at
20–60 keV and microwave emission at 1, 2, and 4 GHz
oscillate quasi-periodically with several peaks. The wavelet
analysis shows that the spectral power enhances at about 100
and 270 s (Figure 2). For the microwave emission at high
frequency (9, 17, and 35 GHz), the fluxes smoothly increase
and decrease without obvious oscillations.

2.1. Microwave Observation

Figure 3 presents the microwave images at 17 and 34 GHz,
recorded by NoRH. The evolution of the microwave flaring
loop could be identified as three phases. Before the obvious
increase of microwave emission at 17 GHz (at about
05:17 UT), the microwave flare loop was formed and gradually
grew up, while the emission was very weak. During this phase,
microwave emission was enhanced around the loop top. In the
second phase, from 05:17 to 05:39 UT, there was a dark region
around the loop top and the emission enhanced at loop legs.

Figure 1. Total intensity of SXR emission at 1–8 and 0.4–5 Å(a), HXR
emission at 20–40 and 40–60 keV (b), and microwave emission at 1, 2, 4, 9,
17, and 35 GHz ((c) and (d)).
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After 05:39 UT, the whole loop was visible and the loop top
became the brightest region. A bright point source near the
south foot point (SFP) at 17 GHz existed in the whole event.
The oscillations of microwave total intensity appear in the
second phase.

In order to find oscillations from resolved images and study
theirdistribution along theflare loop, four regions were selected
in each loop leg (Figure 4). To eliminate the influence of noise
on the data, the background is deleted by subtracting the mean
flux integrated over thequiet region. The pixel with a value less
than 1% of the maximum in each image is eliminated. The mean
flux of these considered pixels in each selected region is plotted
in Figure 5. It is found that the emission from S0, S1, and N0
shows obvious oscillations and the wavelet spectrum power is
enhanced at about 100 s and 270 s (Figure 6). The other selected
regions have smooth light curves and the emission from loop
legs have the strongest emission.

2.2. HXR Observation

Both loop-top (LT) and foot-point sources could be
distinguished in HXR observations. The contours of HXR

Figure 2. Wavelet analysis of total intensity of microwave emission at 2 and4 GHz and HXR emission at 40–60 keV.

Figure 3. Microwave images at 17 and 34 GHz during the flare process.

Figure 4. Selected regions of themicrowave loop at 17 GHz at 05:35 UT.
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sources at four energy bands are superposed on the microwave
image at 17 GHz (Figure 7). TheLT source appears at 10–20,
20–30, and 30–40 keV and FP sources are detected at 20–30,
30–40, and 40–50 keV. Because the south foot point (SFP) is
very weak and could not be distinguished clearly at times, we
focus on the study of LT and north FP (NFP). The fluxes of LT
and NFP integrated in 20 s are plotted in Figure 8. The
emission of LT at 10–20 keV was smoothly increased from
05:18 to 05:33 UT, which could be the signal of heating of
local plasma. At 20–30 keV, the flux of LT presents as three
peaks superposing on asmoothly increasing background. The
slowchanging of thebackground is duetothermal emission
while the impulsive peaks represent nonthermal emission
emitted directly by energetic electrons. At the other energy
bands, the light curves of both LT and NFP have three distinct
peaks with anoscillating period of 270 s as NFP at 20–30 keV,
and NFP has stronger emission.

2.3. Decimetric and Metric Observations

The spectra at three frequency bands recorded by SBRS and
YNRS are plotted in Figure 9. From about 05:20 to 05:30 UT,
type III bursts at 2.6–3.0 GHz are observed by SBRS. Each
individual burst drifts from low to high frequency with adrifting
rate of about 4 GHz s−1. At 0.7–1.5 GHz, YNRS observed type
III bursts from 05:10 to 05:33 UT. It is not capable
ofcalculatingthe frequency rate for anindividual burst with
80ms resolution at this waveband. At 200–700MHz, pulsations
with whole structure drifting toward low frequency are recorded
from 05:13 to 05:30 UT. The frequency drifting rate is about
0.56MHz s−1. The wavelet analysis of thelight curve at
540MHz of DPS and the one at 1060MHz of type III bursts
shows that DPS has quasi-periodic oscillations at about 70
and200 s and type III bursts have oscillating periods of 100
and270 s (Figure 10).

Figure 5. Fluxes of selected regions of microwave loop at 17 GHz from 05:17 to 05:33 UT.

Figure 6. Wavelet analysis of selected regions of themicrowave loop at 17 GHz from 05:10 to 05:35 UT.
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2.4. Summary of Observations

Table 1 summarizes the observational features of QPPs in
nonthermal emission at multi-wavelength. Radio emissions at
microwave, decimetric, and metric waves and HXR emission at
20–50 keV showobvious oscillations. Using microwave and

HXR images of this limbic flare, the spatial distribution of
QPPs could be obtained. The oscillations at 100 and 270 s
dominateat FPs (SFP andNFP of microwave emission and
NFP of HXR emission) and LT (HXR emission). Partof
thesouth loop leg (S1) shows weak oscillations. Type III bursts
at 0.7–1.5 GHz and 2.6–3.0 GHz are seen to oscillate with a
similar period as microwave and HXR emissions. DPS at
200–700MHz has anentirely different oscillating period of 70
and 200 s. The periods at 200 and 270 s could be the
fundamental components of oscillations and 70 and 100 s are
the harmonic ones, respectively. The left panel of Figure 11
shows the light curves of type III bursts at 1060MHz, HXR
LT, and NFP at 30–40 keV, type III bursts at 2.6 GHz and
microwave SFP at 17 GHz. Here we only want to compare the
evolution of emission at different wavebands and do not plot
their units. It shows clearly the in-phase evolution of emission
among different wavebands. The right panel shows the cross-
correlation coefficients between HXR LT (solid lines) and NFP
(dotted lines) fluxes and the light curves at 1060MHz, and 2.6
and 17 GHz. They have good correlation with each other and
the oscillations at 270s could be displayed clearly.

3. ANALYSIS

3.1. The Features of Nonthermal Emission

3.1.1. FP Sources

HXR FP sources are generally the most prominent nonthermal
emissions during solar flares and are frequently observed as pairs
or ribbon-like structures (Dennis et al. 2011; Holman et al. 2011;

Figure 7. Contours of HXR sources at 10–20 (red), 20–30 (green), 30–40 (blue),
and 40–50 (purple) keV, overlapping above themicrowave loop at 17 GHz.

Figure 8. Fluxes of HXR LT and NFP at four energy bands.
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Kontar et al. 2011). They are emitted via athick-target
bremsstrahlung mechanism when energetic electrons are colli-
sionallydecelerated by the plasma around FPs. Microwave
emission at 17GHz would be produced by energetic electrons
spreading all over the loop through the gyrosynchrotron
mechanism. In an asymmetric magnetic loop, the observations
always present unequal brightness. This phenomenon could be
caused by different distributions of energetic electrons in the
frame of the trap-plus-precipitation model for energetic electrons
in solar flares (Bastian et al. 1998; Aschwanden 2004; Lee 2004).

In this event, HXR SFP almost overlaps microwave SFP, while
HXR NFP deviates slightly from microwave NFP. Both HXR
NFP and microwave SFP show prominent quasi-periodic
evolution, and microwave NFP shows similar oscillations but
less modulation depth. The different location and evolution of
HXR and microwave NFP would indicate that they are emitted by
different populations of energetic electron, which could also
beinterpreted in the frame of thetrap-plus-precipitation model of
energetic electrons. HXR NFP and microwave SFPcould be
emitted by precipitating electrons, which are located below
magnetic mirror point. Becauseprecipitating electrons include
directly precipitating ones that are not trapped in the loop after
injection and second precipitating ones that escape from trap, it is
essential to distinguish which component playstheleading role in
oscillatory emission. This isdiscussed in Section 3.2.Microwave
NFP could be located near or above the magnetic mirror point and
produced by both free-traveling and trapped electrons. The
trapped electrons are accumulated gradually in theflaring loop

and generate smooth emission, which reduce theoscillating
amplitude of precipitating ones.

3.1.2. Loop Legs

It is known that the distribution of microwave radiation in
the flaring loop is closely related tothe configuration of
themagnetic field, the distribution of energetic electrons, and
the condition of local thermal plasma. Based on EUV
observation of flare loops, Sun et al. (2014) calculated the
distribution of emission measure (EM) and temperature (T)
along theflare loop. The values of EM and T have no obvious
differences between two legs, which suggest asimilar condi-
tion of thermal plasma inside two loop legs. All of the selected
regions, except for S1, in loop legs have smooth emission
during the flare and thetwo loop legs have similar intensities.
This futhersuggests that there is asmooth increase oftrapped
electrons thatdominate the emission in loop legs. Region S1,
with weaker oscillations, could be in the same situation as that
of NFP (N0).

3.1.3. LT Source

From 05:17 to 05:39 UT, themicrowave LT was very weak.
Morgachev et al. (2014) have performed a recoveryof
theseflare loop parameters using NoRH and RHESSI data.
The reconstruction of theloop top would be successful only for
the anisotropic (quasi-longitudinal) electron pitch-angle dis-
tribution, which may suggest alongitudinal injection of
accelerated electrons near theloop top. From the results of
Sun et al. (2014), EM around LT at 05:24:12 UT is about
1.3×1030 cm−5. By estimation of the size of LT from theEUV
image, we estimate the density of thermal plasma as being
about 3×1010 cm−3. Then the local plasma frequency is about
1.5 GHz. Battaglia & Kontar (2013) have performed a
combined analysis of RHESSI and AIA data to infer
theelectron distribution function over the broad energy range
from 0.1 keV up to a few tens of keV. From acase study, they
found that the results deduced from AIA observations could be
lower than that from the RHESSI fit. Based on this result, the
local plasma frequency would be higher than 1.5 GHz. The
emitting frequency of type III bursts is approximately equal to
basic or second harmonic local plasma frequency, so type III
bursts at 700MHz originateabove LT. The emission of each
individual burst, drifting from 700MHz to 3 GHz, implies that
energetic electron beams depart from theacceleration site and
move downwardinto theflaring loop to generate type III bursts
on their way when the radiation condition could be satisfied.
This is the signature of thedownward injection of accelerated
electrons.

3.1.4. Plasmoid Ejection

From EUV images, the eruption of plasmoids could be
clearly observed (Liu et al. 2013). The upward ejections have a
median initial velocity of 320kms−1 and a maximum of
1050kms−1. DPS is first recorded at 05:13 UTand occurs
simultaneously with an ejection with the velocity at
1050kms−1. Its whole structure drifts toward low frequency,
which indicates an upward movement of thesource with the
local plasma density decreasing. If we set the length scale of
local plasma to2´ -10 cm10 1, the velocity of theDPS source
could be 900 km s−1. This could be comparable with the
plasmid at 05:11 UT, observed from EUV images. Hence, DPS

Figure 9. Decimetric and metric spectra observed by SBRS and YNRS.
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is closely related with plasmoids. The individual pulsation in
DPS is also emitted by energetic electron beams, which may
indicate the process of injection or acceleration in plasmoids.

3.2. Oscillating Origin for Nonthermal Emission

Nonthermal emission in solar flares is the immediate
production of energetic electrons by various mechanisms when
they travel in thesolar atmosphere. Liu (2013) has proposed an
initial, slow acceleration and subsequent, impulsive accelera-
tion in this flare process. QPPs of nonthermal emission appear
in the phase of impulsive acceleration, when both HXR and
microwave emission obviouslyenhanced. During this phase,
nonthermal emission from FP, LT,and theabove region shows
in-phase oscillations at 270s, and that in plasmoids at high
altitude oscillates at 200 s. TheMHD oscillation of flare loops
would be one possible option to understand theabove features.
It could result in theoscillatory evolution of the magnetic field,
thermal plasma, orenergetic electrons to modulate the emis-
sion in flare loops. In thiscase, SXR and EUV emission would
also show oscillations, which are not be detected from
observations. Furthermore,only FPs and region S1 in theflare
loop showoscillations in microwave emission. The emission of
type III bursts in theinjection region above LT has similar
oscillations as that of LT and FPs. Thus, MHD oscillation of
flare loops is insufficient to interpret above features.

Another alternative possibility is quasi-periodic injection or
acceleration of energetic electrons. In such a situation, the
oscillatory number of energetic electrons traveling in thesolar
atmosphere is the principle factor in quasi-periodic emission. In
this event, theoscillatory feature of type III bursts and HXR LT
exactly suggests a quasi-periodic process of injection or
acceleration of electrons at 270 s. The in-phase oscillation
between type III bursts and the emission from FPs implies that
they are related to the same population of energetic electrons.
Thus, we could distinguish oscillatory first precipitating

electrons from smooth secondary precipitating ones. The first
precipitating electrons, namely, partial of injected electrons,
travel freely toward FPs and produce oscillatory microwave
and HXR emission there. Hence, the quasi-periodicinjection or
acceleration of downward energetic electrons are responsible to
QPPs of nonthermal emission in underlying flaring loops.
At high altitude, the nonthermal emission in plasmoids

shows another oscillatory period, which may suggest another
process of quasi-periodic injection or an acceleration process.
Thus, two distinct oscillations are detected in nonthermal
emission, originating from different locations in the same
flaring process. There should be two independent systems to
modulate theinjection or theacceleration process at different
altitudes, which occur outside of the common reconnection
region. Liu et al. (2013) found bi-direction outflows originating
between an erupting flux rope and underlying flare loops. They
suggested that the primary loci of particle acceleration and
plasma heating are in the reconnection outflow regions, rather
than the reconnection site itself. Our results are consistent with
the above result and obtain further evidence ofdifferent
oscillatory periods of these two acceleration processes. The
oscillatory energetic electrons produced by quasi-periodic
acceleration at 270 s in downward outflows is responsible to
nonthermal emission in the underlying flare loop, and the
quasi-periodic acceleration of electrons at 200 s in upward
plasmoids generates DPS in the overlying region.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The limb flare on 2012 July 19 provide us withan opportunity
to study the spatial distribution of QPPs of nonthermal emission.
From imaging and spectral observations at multi-wavelengths,
including HXR, microwave, decimetric, and metric waves, QPPs
are observed in a wide region from FPs, LT to plasmoids, and
two distinct periods were detected in this flare region. The
observational features and analysis are summarized as follows.
The flaring loop structure could be determined by amicrowave

observation, which evolves in three phases. QPPs appear at the
second phase with intensive emission from loop legs and weak
emission around LT. We analyze the fluxes of selected regions in
flaring loop and find thatthe emissions of FPs and region S1
haveoscillations at 270 s. The loop legs have smoother light
curves but stronger emission. This difference could be caused by
different populations of energetic electrons, which could be
understood in the frame of the trap-plus-precipitating model of
energetic electron in solar flares. The intensive-smooth emission

Table 1
Brief Summary of Multi-wavelength QPPs

Wavelength Period (s) Source Instrument

17 GHz 100, 270 SFP, NFP and S1 NoRH
20–50 keV 270 NFP, LT RHESSI
2.6–3.0 GHz 100, 270 Type III bursts SBRS
0.7–1.5 GHZ 100, 270 Type III bursts YNRS
200–700 MHz 70, 200 DPS YNRS

Figure 10. Wavelet analysis of DPS at 540 MHz and type III bursts at 1060 MHz.
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of loop legs could be dominated by agreater number of
accumulated trapped electrons, while the oscillating emission
from FPs and S1 is modulated by the oscillating change of first
precipitating electrons.

TheHXR emissions observed by RHESSI have two FPs and
anLT. The emission of LT at 10–20 keV is increased
continuously, which is thermal emission, reflecting the heating
of local plasma by injected energetic electrons. The one at
20–30 keV, increasing with oscillatory peaks at 270s, is a
mixture of thermal and nonthermal emission. The nonthermal
emission at 30–50 keV of LT and NFP shows obvious
oscillationat aperiod of 270 s. Both would be dominated by
an oscillatory number of energetic electrons, which implies a
quasi-periodic process of injection or acceleration of electrons.

From spectral observations, quasi-periodic type III bursts
withperiods of 270 s cover a wide range at 0.7–3 GHz. The
individual type III burst drifts toward high frequency, which
indicates a downward movement of energetic electronbeams.
The local plasma frequency near LT is estimated as about
1.5 GHz or even higher frequency. This indicates that the
emission of type III bursts at lower frequency originated from
above LT and energetic electrons, oscillating at 270s, transport

downwardfrom theacceleration site to LT, loop legs, and FPs.
The well-related fluxes between type III bursts and HXR LT
and NFP suggests a common origin for them. DPS at
200–600MHz, occurring simultaneously with an upward
plasmoid at high altitude, have an oscillating period of 200 s.
The similarity of the velocity of DPS source and plasmoids
indicates that they are closely related to each other. It means
that the energetic electrons in plasmoids oscillateat a distinct
period.
The above observations and implications provide us with an

understanding of electron acceleration and transportation in this
flare. The energetic electrons accelerated in this flare produce
quasi-periodic nonthermal emission at two distinct periods in
underlying flare loops and overlying plasmoids, respectively.
MHD oscillations of flaring loops is excluded by the observed
features of smooth fluxes at EUV and SXR bands. Quasi-
periodic acceleration or injection of energetic electrons could be
a reasonable option. Two individual processes of acceleration are
proposed to take place at different locations out of the
reconnection site. The electrons quasi-periodically accelerated
at 270 s in downward outflows generate in-phase oscillations of
HXR LT and type III bursts. Furthermore,the ones precipitating

Figure 11. Left panel: light curves of emission at 1060 MHz, 2.6 and17 GHz, and HXR LT andNFP at 30–40 keV. Right panel: the results of thecross-correlation
between emission at 1060 MHz, 2.6 and17 GHz, and HXR LT (solid lines) andNFP (dotted lines).
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directly to FPs, partial of injected ones, emit quasi-periodic
microwave and HXR emission there. In upward plasmoids,
electrons are quasi-periodically accelerated at 200s, which
subsequently produce oscillatory DPS. The outflows from
thereconnection site disturb the local plasma and generate
MHD oscillations, which modulates theacceleration process.
The different condition in local plasma would result in distinct
periods.

Actually, it is difficult to distinguish between the processes
of acceleration and injection. It is essential to diagnose the
oscillatory parameters in theacceleration or injection region to
find the main modulating factor. Due to thelack of imaging
observations of type III bursts and DPS, the locations of these
sources could not be obtained. It is difficult to estimate the
parameters and find the origin of oscillations. Ming’antu
Spectral Radio Heliograph (MUSER), formerly called theChi-
nese Solar Radio Heliograph (CSRH; Yan et al. 2009), would
provide high spatial-temporal-frequency observations of solar
activities at 400MHz–15 GHz. It may improve this study to
obtain more information on quasi-periodic injection or
acceleration of electrons.
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